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The Medallic History of the United States
of America, 1776-1876
A Paperback Original From the author of A Dangerous
Duet comes the next book in her Victorian mystery
series, this time following a daring female painter and
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the Scotland Yard detective who is investigating her
brother’s suspicious death. A young painter digs
beneath the veneer of Victorian London’s art world to
learn the truth behind her brother’s murder Edwin is
dead. That’s what Inspector Matthew Hallam of
Scotland Yard tells Annabel Rowe when she discovers
him searching her brother’s flat for clues. While the
news is shocking, Annabel can’t say it’s wholly
unexpected, given Edwin’s past as a dissolute risktaker and art forger, although he swore he’d
reformed. After years spent blaming his reckless
behavior for their parents’ deaths, Annabel is now
faced with the question of who murdered
him—because Edwin’s death was both violent and
deliberate. A valuable French painting he’d been
restoring for an auction house is missing from his
studio: find the painting, find the murderer. But the
owner of the artwork claims it was destroyed in a
warehouse fire years ago. As a painter at the
prestigious Slade School of Art and as Edwin’s closest
relative, Annabel makes the case that she is crucial to
Matthew’s investigation. But in their search for the
painting, Matthew and Annabel trace a path of deceit
and viciousness that reaches far beyond the elegant
rooms of the auction house, into an underworld of
politics, corruption, and secrets someone will kill to
keep.

Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries
Volume 2
Highly sought-after young cook Kat Holloway takes a
position in a Mayfair mansion and soon finds herself
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immersed in the odd household of Lord Rankin. Kat is
fine with the family's eccentricities as long as they
stay away from her kitchen, but trouble finds its way
below stairs when her assistant is murdered. Afraid
for her life, Kat turns to the mysterious Daniel
McAdam for help. Daniel takes a position in the house
as a footman and stand-in valet so he can investigate
covertly, but Kat cooks up a suspect list of her own.

Old Boston Taverns and Tavern Clubs
A Lost Lady
1919. The Derbyshire village of Wenfield is still
reeling from four terrible years of war, and now, just
when the village is coming to terms with the loss of so
many of its sons, the brutal murder of a young girl
shatters its hard-won tranquillity. Myrtle Bligh is found
stabbed and left in woodland, her mouth slit to
accommodate a dead dove, a bird of peace. During
the war Myrtle worked as a volunteer nurse with Flora
Winsmore, the local doctor's daughter, caring for
badly wounded soldiers at the nearby big house,
Tarnhey Court. When two more women are found
murdered in identical circumstances, Inspector Albert
Lincoln is sent up from London, a man not only
wounded in war but damaged in peace by the death
of his young son and his cold, loveless marriage. Once
in Wenfield, Albert begins to investigate the three
recent murders and the Cartwright family of Tarnhey
Court and their staff fall under suspicion as their
hidden lives and secrets are uncovered. With rumours
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of a ghostly soldier with a painted face being spotted
near the scene of the murders, the village is thrown
into a state of panic - and with the killer still on the
loose, who will be the next to die at the hands of this
vicious angel of death?

The Necklace Affair and Other Stories
When a sudden storm destroys Charles' ship and he is
presumed dead, Rose believes something sinister is
at work and she sets off on a perilous journey, with
the fate of the entire world at stake.

Death Below Stairs
Tells the stories of the young nation and the sacrifices
that made the colonies' dream of freedom become
reality.

The Dealings of Captain Sharkey
Set amidst the opulent mansions and cobblestone
streets of Old New York, this fifth installment in
Rosemary Simpson's acclaimed series brings the
Gilded Age to life, as heiress Prudence MacKenzie and
ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey Hunter dash down a twisted
maze from Fifth Avenue to Five Points in pursuit of
stolen diamonds once belonging to Marie Antionette
Fall 1889: Lady Rotherton has arrived from London
intent on chaperoning her niece Prudence through a
New York social season to find a suitable husband. It's
certainly not her niece's devilishly handsome partner
in Hunter and MacKenzie Investigative Law. Aunt
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Gillian's eye for eligible suitors is surpassed only by
her ability to discern genuine gems from nearly
flawless fakes. At the Assembly Ball at Delmonico's,
she effortlessly determines that the stones in the
spectacular diamond waterfall necklace adorning the
neck of the wife of banker William De Vries are fake.
Insisting on absolute discretion to avoid scandal, the
banker employs Prudence and Geoffrey to recover the
stolen diamonds pried out of their settings--priceless
stones acquired by Tiffany, originally purchased for
Marie Antoinette. Their search for a possible fence
rapidly leads to a dead end: a jeweler brutally killed in
his shop during an apparent theft. The jeweler's
murder is only the first in a string of mysterious
deaths, as Prudence and Geoffrey pursue their elusive
quarry. But the clues keep leading back to duplicity
on the part of the De Vries family, who, it turns out,
have a great deal to hide

The child wife
Death, Diamonds, and Deception
"The Overland Guide-book" by active 1837-1839
James Barber. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
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produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Blood Debts
A woman is drawn to a dangerously intruiging man in
this unique historical romance from New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer Ashley. It was whispered all
through London Society that Ian Mackenzie was mad,
that he’d spent his youth in an asylum, and was not to
be trusted—especially with a lady. For the reputation
of any woman caught in his presence was instantly
ruined. Yet Beth found herself inexorably drawn to the
Scottish lord whose hint of a brogue wrapped around
her like silk and whose touch could draw her into a
world of ecstasy. Despite his decadence and his
intimidating intelligence, she could see that he
needed help. Her help. Because suddenly the only
thing that made sense to her was…The Madness of
Lord Ian Mackenzie.

History of the Royal Regiment of Artillery
Private investigators Lily Raynor and Felix Wilbraham
get more than they bargain for when they take on a
case in a girls' boarding school, in the latest World's
End Bureau Victorian mystery. London, 1881. Lily
Raynor, owner of the World's End Investigation
Bureau, is growing increasingly worried. Work is
drying up, finances are tight and she cannot find
enough for her sole employee, Felix Wilbraham, to do.
So when schoolteacher Georgiana Long arrives, with a
worrying tale of runaway pupils, it seems like the
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answer to her prayers. The case is an interesting one,
and what could be less perilous than a trip to a girls'
boarding school, out in the Fens? Disguised as the
new Assistant Matron, Lily joins the Shardlowes
School staff, while Felix - suppressing his worries
about his cool, calm employer - remains behind. But
there are undercurrents at Shardlowes, and the
shadowy, powerful men who fund the school's less
fortunate pupils loom larger as Felix's own
investigations unfold. Felix can't shake off his fear
that Lily is in danger - and soon, his premonitions
come frighteningly true . . .

The Pirates' Who's Who
The prime suspect in the brutal rape and murder of a
young woman whose body is left in an ancient church,
young aristocrat Sebastian St. Cyr becomes a fugitive
and flees a ruthless powerbroker with ties to the
Prince Regent. Reprint.

West
This collection gathers three Captain Lacey Regency
Mysteries into one bundle. Book 7: A Death in Norfolk
Captain Lacey travels back to his boyhood home in
Norfolk to allay the past and becomes caught up in
mysteries surrounding the Lacey estate. Book 8: A
Disappearance in Drury Lane Marianne Simmons asks
Lacey to look into the disappearance of an actress
from the company at Drury Lane. Lacey does so to
find the problem far more complex and dangerous
than he anticipated. Meanwhile, he has a very
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important appointment to keep with Lady
Breckenridge. Book 9: Murder in Grosvenor Square
Lacey is shocked by the murder of a friend and vows
to bring the killer to justice. Three full-length novels in
one volume.

What Angels Fear
A Poisoned Season
From a New York Times–bestselling author, Charlotte
and Thomas Pitt must solve the case of a young
gentleman’s sordid murder—before an innocent man
hangs. The naked body of an aristocratic youth turns
up in the sewers beneath Bluegate Fields, one of
London’s most notorious slums. But Arthur
Waybourne had been drowned in his bath, not in the
Thames. More shocking still was that the boy had
been sexually violated and infected with syphilis
before he was murdered. Despite Inspector Thomas
Pitt’s efforts to fully investigate the crime, the family
closes ranks, stonewalling Pitt, leaving him to wonder
what they are hiding. All evidence points to Arthur’s
tutor, Jerome, as the murderer. The courts agree and
Jerome is sentenced to hang. Pitt and his wife,
Charlotte, don’t believe the answer is so simple. But if
not Jerome, then who molested and infected the boy?
To learn the truth, Charlotte uses her familiarity with
the upper classes to draw aside the curtain of lies,
while Pitt defies his superior and the boy’s family to
follow a trail that leads him into the foulest streets of
London through a web of deceit involving male
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prostitution and pedophilia. In a race against time,
Thomas and Charlotte must find the real killer to save
Jerome from the hangman’s noose.

Paper Towns
Love is in the Salt Sea Air--and So is Murder! Ellery
Page, aspiring screenwriter, reigning Scrabble
champion, and occasionally clueless owner of the
village's only mystery bookstore, the Crow’s Nest, is
both flattered and bemused when he’s invited to the
annual Marauder’s Masquerade, the best and biggest
social event of the season in the quaint seaside
village of Pirate’s Cove, Rhode Island. The event is
hosted by the wealthy Marguerite BloodworthAinsley—a descendant of the famed pirate Tom Blood.
Ellery doesn’t even know Mrs. BloodworthAinsley—nor, it turns out—does Mrs. BloodworthAinsley know him. But Marguerite’s son, Julian wants
to know Ellery. Julian, handsome, rich and engaging,
is a huge mystery buff. In fact, he’s bought quite a
few books at the Crow’s Nest bookstore, but never
quite worked up the nerve to ask Ellery out. As his
relationship with Police Chief Carson seems to be
dead in the water, Ellery is grateful for a little
flattering attention from the village’s most eligible
bachelor, but any hopes of romance hit the shoals
when Julian is accused of murdering his mother’s
unlikable second husband during the Masquerade's
annual ghost hunt in the family’s spooky cemetery.

Mystery at the Masquerade: An M/M Cozy
Mystery
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This anthology brings together three short mysteries
in the Captain Lacey series: The Necklace Affair
(novella); and The Gentleman's Walking Stick and The
Disappearance of Miss Sarah Oswald (short stories). In
The Necklace Affair, Captain Lacey agrees to help a
society matron discover what has become of her
expensive diamond necklace and to clear her maid,
who has been arrested for its theft. Lady Clifford
declares that the rival for her husband's affections
has stolen the necklace, but Lacey soon realizes that
the problem is not so simple. He quickly becomes
enmeshed in scandal and past secrets, and recruits
Grenville and Lady Breckenridge to assist him. As he
investigates, he finds himself competing with the
underworld criminal, James Denis, for the necklace's
retrieval. In The Gentleman's Walking Stick, Captain
Lacey is asked to retrieve a walking stick, which
embroils him in an affair of theft, deception, and
betrayal. In The Disappearance of Miss Sarah Oswald,
Lacey hunts for a missing young woman, learning
more about a family's sordid secrets than he wanted
to know. Events in these stories occur between the
end of The Sudbury School Murders and the beginning
of A Body in Berkeley Square.

A High Mortality of Doves
The Pictorial Field-book of the Revolution
The American West's transformation and
development is reflected in this bittersweet coming-ofage story, in which a pioneer's aristocratic bride
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becomes the subject of a boy's adoration — and his
ultimate disillusionment.

The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling
The History of the Rifle Brigade (the
Prince Consort's Own) Formerly the 95th
Silence in Hanover Close
Blood of a Gladiator
The Book of Buried Treasure
Cavalry captain Gabriel Lacey returns to Regency
London from the Napoleonic wars, burned out,
fighting melancholia, his career ended. His interest is
piqued when he learns of a missing girl, possibly
kidnapped by a prominent member of Parliament.
Lacey's search for the girl leads to the discovery of
murder, corruption, and dealings with a leader of the
underworld. At the same time, he struggles with his
own transition from a soldier's life to the civilian
world, redefining his role with his former commanding
officer, and making new friends--from the top of
society to the street girls of Covent Garden. Book 1 of
the Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries.
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The Overland Guide-book
The Outcast Girls
A Trace of Deceit
The Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper
Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling
author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has
always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and
her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high
school. So when she one day climbs through his
window and summons him on an all-night road trip of
revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day
Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is
still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her
disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he
gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another
awesome road trip across America - he becomes less
sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully
written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful
and hilarious coming-of-age story.

Murder in St. Giles
Captain Gabriel Lacey accompanies famous dandy
Lucius Grenville to Egypt, a land that Lacey has long
anticipated visiting. Lacey travels there for more than
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a simple holiday, however—James Denis has tasked
him with finding an "object" from ancient Alexandria
and procuring it, whatever the cost. The task does not
turn out to be so simple. Locating what Denis wants
proves difficult, sending Lacey and Grenville exploring
tombs along the Nile. Lacey must deal with treasure
hunters, a shadow following him and his friends,
murder, and missing his new family as he explores
the exotic country he has so longed to see. Book 11 in
the Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries series.

Death at Brighton Pavilion
Pirates are famous in popular culture for their vast
hoards of stolen jewels and gold. Rumors and legends
of secret stashes of riches have circulated since the
days of the pirates themselves. Plunder this true
history of pirate treasures, some of which are still
being sought to this day. Bags of gold ingots, chests
filled with strange coins, rare polished jewels,
wrecked ships, and riches buried in sandy beaches
await you. Informative and reliable, this book offers
many clues for treasure hunters.

Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries,
Volume 1
London's social season is in full swing, and Victorian
aristocracy is atwitter over a certain gentleman who
claims to be the direct descendant of Louis XVI and
Marie Antoinette. Adding to their fascination with all
things French, an audacious cat burglar is
systematically stealing valuable items that once
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belonged to the ill–fated queen. But things take a
dark turn. The owner of one of the pilfered treasures
is found murdered after the theft is reported in the
newspapers, and the mysterious thief develops a
twisted obsession with Lady Emily Ashton. It takes all
of Lady Emily's wit and perseverance to unmask her
stalker and ferret out the murderer, while faced with a
brewing scandal that threatens both her reputation
and her romance with the dashing Colin Hargreaves.

Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries
Volume 3
When Your Family Is Against You, What Can You Do?
Two years after marrying the Dauphin, Marry Stuart,
Queen of Scots returns to Scotland. There, she
marries with her first cousin, Henry Stuart but her
marriage lasts only three years. She is imprisoned
and forced to abdicate so she flees South seeking
protection from her first cousin Queen Elizabeth I of
England. Elizabeth though sees Marry Stuart as a
threat. Can she survive? ,This book has been
professionally formatted for e-readers and contains a
bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your
friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to
hear what you have to say about it.

The Hanover Square Affair
"The Pirates' Who's Who" by Philip Gosse. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From wellPage 14/20
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known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.

A Mystery at Carlton House
From gifted new writer Tasha Alexander comes a
stunning novel of historical suspense set in Victorian
England, meticulously researched and with a twisty
plot that involves stolen antiquities, betrayal, and
murder And Only to Deceive For Emily, accepting the
proposal of Philip, the Viscount Ashton, was an easy
way to escape her overbearing mother, who was set
on a grand society match. So when Emily's dashing
husband died on safari soon after their wedding, she
felt little grief. After all, she barely knew him. Now,
nearly two years later, she discovers that Philip was a
far different man from the one she had married so
cavalierly. His journals reveal him to have been a
gentleman scholar and antiquities collector who, to
her surprise, was deeply in love with his wife. Emily
becomes fascinated with this new image of her dead
husband and she immerses herself in all things
ancient and begins to study Greek. Emily's intellectual
pursuits and her desire to learn more about Philip
take her to the quiet corridors of the British Museum,
one of her husband's favorite places. There, amid
priceless ancient statues, she uncovers a dark,
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dangerous secret involving stolen artifacts from the
Greco-Roman galleries. And to complicate matters,
she's juggling two very prominent and wealthy
suitors, one of whose intentions may go beyond the
marrying kind. As she sets out to solve the crime, her
search leads to more surprises about Philip and
causes her to question the role in Victorian society to
which she, as a woman, is relegated.

Mary Stuart
Leonidas, freedman, once the most popular gladiator
in Rome and champion of the games, now must fight
for his life outside the arena. A man who owed him
money was murdered, and Leonidas is a prime
suspect. With the assistance of Cassia, daughter of a
Greek scribe who was bestowed upon him as his
slave, Leonidas fights for justice in the back lanes of
Imperial Rome. Cassia has no idea how to cook and
clean or mend and weave, but she is very good at
finding things out and writing things down, able to
work through a dozen mathematical problems by the
time most people can think of a sentence. Knowing
both intuitively and empirically that Leonidas is
innocent of the murder, she resolves to help clear him
of the crime. It’s the least she can do for a man who
has proved to be far less brutal than his reputation
and who protects all who come within his sphere. And
if Leonidas loses, he faces a short, painful future back
in the amphitheater, this time without hope of
survival. A novella of the Leonidas the Gladiator
mysteries.
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The Alexandria Affair
Past Crimes
Inspector Pitt is charged with murder in this “gripping
and highly satisfying” entry in the New York
Times–bestselling Victorian mystery series (Publishers
Weekly). At the behest of his superior, Thomas Pitt
reopens a case gone cold. Three years prior, Robert
York, an important member of the British Foreign
Office, was murdered in his home in London’s
exclusive Hanover Close. Pitt has been advised to
handle the situation with the utmost discretion, given
the compromising circumstances of the crime: a
distinguished victim from a powerful family,
whispered rumors of treason, and the unimpeachable
reputation of the widow, whose imminent marriage to
a high-level diplomat could be cause for concern. One
of Pitt’s first leads, a York family housemaid, seems
innocent enough, but shortly after his interrogation,
the woman is found dead. To make matters worse,
Pitt is accused of the crime and thrown into prison.
Now, only Charlotte and her recently widowed sister,
Emily, Lady Ashworth, stand between one of Victorian
England’s most adept private investigators and the
gallows. From the upstairs drawing rooms to the
servants’ downstairs quarters, Charlotte and Emily
play a deadly game—and it may be only a matter of
time before a killer gets the best of both of them.

Bluegate Fields
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When Captain Gabriel Lacey finds himself standing
over a dead body in Brighton Pavilion, bloody sword in
hand and no memory of how he got there, he
immediately fears he is a murderer. The dead man is
Colonel Hamilton Isherwood, a man Lacey clashed
with after the battle of Salamanca in Spain seven
years before. As Lacey tries to piece together the
events of the previous night, he discovers he’d
promised to help a Quaker gentleman find his missing
son, and that the Society of Friends might know far
more about his strange night out than anyone else.
With the help of Brewster, Grenville, and his wife,
Lacey races to save himself from arrest, even it
means bringing to light painful scandals from his own
past. Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries, Book 14. This
is a full-length novel.

A Soupçon of Poison
The Old Boston Taverns and Tavern Clubs by Samuel
Adams Drake, first published in 1886, is a rare
manuscript, the original residing in one of the great
libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of
that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by
state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability
and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors'
mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back
to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text
may still exist, due to permanent damage to the
original work. We believe the literary significance of
the text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a
new generation to appreciate it.
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And Only to Deceive
Leonidas, champion gladiator of Rome, is set free
from the games by a mysterious benefactor who
grants him freedom, a place to live, and a
servant—Cassia, a scribe—to look after him. But the
benefactor is only so generous—Leonidas must pay
his own way and Cassia’s, which means hiring himself
out. The sharp-witted Cassia quickly lands him a post
as a bodyguard, escorting a retired senator to Ostia.
The journey soon turns deadly, as Leonidas and
Cassia find themselves squarely in the middle of
intrigue that reaches from the slums of the Subura to
the Palatine Hill and the emperor Nero himself.
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